Social Studies Assignment M
Exam Preparation 1

Directions:

1. Read all of these directions before beginning this assignment.
2. You will use large notecards for this assignment, which you will get from the teacher.
3. Using the executive, legislative, and judicial branch questions provided in the binders, make flashcards to use as a study tool for your exam. Cut the questions and answers apart, gluing the questions on the blank side of the notecards and the corresponding answer on the lined side of the notecards.
4. Re-read your assignment, making any necessary changes or corrections. You should be turning in your BEST work.
5. Mark the date on which you completed this assignment on your work plan.
6. Turn your notecards into your mailbox, using your purple and green folders, as soon as you have completed the assignment, but no later than the due date listed on your work plan for this assignment.